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Abstract

Existing image captioning systems are dedi-
cated to generating narrative captions for im-
ages, which are spatially detached from the
image in presentation. However, texts can also
be used as decorations on the image to high-
light the key points and increase the attractive-
ness of images. In this work, we introduce a
new task called captioning on image (CapOn-
Image)1, which aims to generate dense captions
at different locations of the image based on con-
textual information. For this new task, we in-
troduce a large-scale benchmark called CapOn-
Image2M, which contains 2.1 million product
images, each with an average of 4.8 spatially lo-
calized captions. To fully exploit the surround-
ing visual context to generate the most suitable
caption for each location, we propose a multi-
modal pre-training model with multi-level pre-
training tasks that progressively learn the corre-
spondence between texts and image locations
from easy to hard. To avoid generating redun-
dant captions for nearby locations, we further
enhance the location embedding with neighbor
locations . Compared with other image cap-
tioning model variants, our model achieves the
best results in both captioning accuracy and
diversity aspects.

1 Introduction

Building upon the advances in computer vision and
natural language processing areas, the new research
direction called vision-and-language has attracted
more and more attentions, which pushes to tackle
new problems that need to bridge the two areas to
advance the concept comprehension and reasoning
capabilities.

The image captioning task, as one of the most
classic vision-and-language tasks, aims to generate
natural language descriptions for images (Vinyals
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1 Code and dataset will be released at https://github.
com/YqGao716/CapOnImage

a row of building connected together.
a brick walk way.
a yellow building with a red roof.

(b) e-commercial product image (c) social platform picture

(a) dense captioning on visual genome dataset

(soft, high elasticity nylon fiber)
(Makeup in 10s)

(Uniform and precise effect)

(Novice friendly)(Genuine and discounted)

(Add to favorite and delivery today)

Figure 1: Illustration of descriptive texts on image sce-
narios. The captions and images in existing tasks (e.g
visual genome (a) (Krishna et al., 2017b)) are spatially
detached, without any mutual association. In contrast,
our CapOnImage task aims to generate descriptive text
on the image, which has strong necessity and broad ap-
plication prospects in some scenarios ((b) and (c)).

et al., 2015; Anderson et al., 2018; Zhang et al.,
2021; Johnson et al., 2016). However, the captions
and the images in this task are spatially detached in
presentation, without any association between each
other (Figure 1(a)). In fact, there are many scenar-
ios where the image and text are tightly associated.
For example, the product images on e-commercial
website (Figure 1(b)) usually contain descriptive
texts, explaining multiple perspectives of the prod-
uct (e.g., product characteristics, selling points, etc)
, which makes the image more informative and at-
tractive. On the social media platform, users usu-
ally upload daily pictures with descriptive texts as
decorations (Figure 1(c)). Therefore, it is signif-
icant to explore captioning on the image, which
requires to consider not only the visual description,
but also the text description placement on the im-
age. Besides, to generate the informative captions
in these scenarios, additional textual knowledge
is usually needed, such as the product informa-
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tion and the background story about the image etc.
Therefore, in this work, we introduce a new task
called CapOnImage, which aims to generate dense
captions at different locations of the image based
on contextual information. The CapOnImage task
involves two steps, where the model needs to first
predict a reasonable and aesthetic text layout (Ar-
royo et al., 2021; Gupta et al., 2020; Jyothi et al.,
2019), and then generates a phrase or sentence for
each text box. In this work, we simplify this task
to generate captions for a provided list of text box
locations, thereby removing the requirement for
layout prediction. Therefore, the main focus of this
work is to generate captions that are most suitable
for the corresponding image locations.

The CapOnImage task involves two new chal-
lenges: (i) Better understanding of context: the cap-
tions at different locations can be greatly diverse.
As shown in Figure 1(b), the texts around the prod-
uct are descriptive captions describing the product
features, while those at the bottom introduce the
selling points. Therefore, the model needs to fully
exploit the visual context around the text box to
determine what caption is suitable to generate here.
Since our task aims to generate captions on image,
location context is vital for our task which is also
validated on Table 2 . Overall, compared with tra-
ditional caption task, the CapOnImage task needs
better understanding of context. (ii) Caption re-
dundancy: some texts can be suitable for adjacent
locations. Therefore, if the model can only “see”
the isolated text box without surrounding ones, it
tends to generate the same caption for nearby text
boxes because it suits all of them, thus causing the
problem of caption redundancy.

To solve the aforementioned challenges, we pro-
pose a multi-modal pre-training and fine-tuning
framework which contains multi-level pre-training
tasks to effectively exploit multi-modal contextual
information. First, to better exploit context, we de-
sign multi-level pre-training tasks to help the model
“feel” the context. It explicitly equip the model with
the ability to distinguish which captions are ap-
propriate for the current location and image while
which are not. Besides, inspired by the learning
progression of easy to complex biological vision
systems, we further propose a progressive training
strategy which learns multi-level pre-training tasks
from easy to hard. Second, to solve the problem
of caption redundancy, we introduce a neighbor-
enhanced location encoding module, which utilizes

the surrounding text box locations as context, so
that our model can “see” the adjacent context. We
show the captioning diversity results with differ-
ent ranges of adjacent text boxes involved in the
location encoding module, and demonstrate the
importance of such neighbor context.

In order to evaluate our model and benchmark
progress in the CapOnImage task, we introduce
the CapOnImage2M dataset. It contains 2.1 mil-
lion product images crawled from an e-commercial
website, and each image contains multiple spatially
localized captions describing the associated prod-
uct. We automatically acquire the text contents and
their spatial locations from the image via OCR (Li
et al., 2017; Liu et al., 2018), and finally collect 4.8
captions for each image on average. We also crawl
the product title and attributes as additional context
information for caption generation. With the empir-
ical analysis on CapOnImage2M dataset, we show
that the visual context, location information and the
additional product information are beneficial for
the caption generation, and our model can generate
corresponding types of captions at different spatial
locations (Figure 3). Furthermore, we demonstrate
that our proposed neighbor-enhanced location en-
coding module and multi-level pre-training tasks
significantly improve the captioning accuracy and
diversity.

The main contributions of this work are as fol-
lows:

• We introduce a new vision-and-language task
called CapOnImage, which requires the model
to tightly associate image and texts as a whole.

• We analyze the challenges of CapOnImage
task and propose a context enhanced model
with progressive training strategy, which
achieves the best result compared with other
image captioning model variants.

• We propose a large-scale multi-modal dataset
called CapOnImage2M, with 50 categories
images and localized captions to support the
CapOnImage research.

2 Related Work

In recent years, significant progress has been made
in the image captioning task (Vinyals et al., 2015;
Anderson et al., 2018; Huang et al., 2019; Pan et al.,
2020; Zhang et al., 2021), which aims to describe
the image content in one natural sentence. With
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the advances in visual understanding abilities, re-
searchers are not satisfied with generating dull and
less informative captions and extend the traditional
image captioning task along two directions.

The first direction is called dense captioning
(Johnson et al., 2016; Melas-Kyriazi et al., 2018;
Krishna et al., 2017a; Wang et al., 2021; Song et al.,
2021), which targets to describe detailed visual con-
tent with a set of sentences. Johnson et al. (Johnson
et al., 2016) propose a fully convolutional local-
ization network to unify the object detection (Ser-
manet et al., 2014; Girshick et al., 2014; Ren et al.,
2015) and image captioning in one framework to
predict a set of descriptions across object regions.
Krishna et al. (Krishna et al., 2017a) migrate it to
the video, which aims to predict sequential event
proposals and generate description for each clip.
In these works, the dense captions deliver more
details of visual content than traditional single sen-
tence. The second direction is called text-aware
image captioning (Biten et al., 2019; Sidorov et al.,
2020; Yang et al., 2021), where the model gener-
ates captions not only according to the image, but
also utilizes additional textual information as con-
text. Besides , Sidorov et al. (Sidorov et al., 2020)
and Gurari et al. (Gurari et al., 2020) propose to
generate image captions with scene texts, which
exploit OCR tokens as the textual context.

Although impressive progresses have been made
along the two directions, they still remain separate.
The proposed CapOnImage task can be considered
as a combination of the two directions, where the
model needs to first predict the text layout (spatial
locations on the image) and then generate caption
for each location conditioned on both the image
and textual information.

There are several key distinctions between our
proposed CapOnImage task and dense captioning:
1) Dense image captioning aims to generate cap-
tions for subregions within an image, and there is
no length limitation of captions. However, our task
is to generate text and affix it to specific regions
within an image, and the text length should be con-
trolled according to the region size. 2) The visual
content is the only input of dense captioning. While
for our task, there are three inputs: visual content,
additional textual information, and the specified
location to affix. All of them will impact the gener-
ated text content. 3) The generated text is a plain
description of the visual content for dense caption-
ing. But for our task, the generated text is on the

Table 1: Comparisons of different datasets. CI, IC
and FC refer to Caption on Image, Image Caption and
Fashion Caption.

dataset #image #text avg_len dense task

CapOnImage 2.1M 10.07M 4.9 ✓ CI

Flickr30K 30K 150K 12.3 - IC
MSCOCO 123K 616K 10.4 - IC
VG 108K 5M 5.7 ✓ IC
TextCaps 28K 142K 12.4 - IC
FACAD 993K 130K 21.0 - FC

image, making it more informative, together with
the visual content.

3 CapOnImage2M Dataset

In this section, we introduce our proposed CapOn-
Image2M dataset, which is the benchmark for the
CapOnImage task. We first present an overview of
the dataset collection and statistics, and then com-
pare it with other related image captioning datasets.
A more detailed datasheet describing the motiva-
tion, composition, and recommended uses of our
CapOnImage2M dataset following (Gebru et al.,
2018) can be found in the Appendix A.

3.1 Dataset Collection and Statistics

The CapOnImage2M dataset contains 2.1 mil-
lion product images crawled from a Chinese e-
commercial website2, where each image contains
both the product and descriptive captions describ-
ing the product features, efficacy, brand and so
on.(detail information, e.g word cloud, can be
found in Appendix A.) For each image, we em-
ploy an OCR toolkit to recognize the texts and
their spatial locations on the image, and remove the
noise with high perplexities by a pre-trained GPT.

3.2 Comparison with Other Datasets

In Table 1, we compare our CapOnImage2M
dataset with other image captioning datasets. The
CapOnImage2M dataset is substantially larger in
both the number of images and texts. Unlike
VG(Krishna et al., 2017b), where the dense cap-
tions independently describe different regions of
the image, the CapOnImage2M dataset contains
dense captions that describe the same product from
different aspects. In addition to the dense captions
on the image, each image also comes with a prod-
uct title and attributes with an average length of

2https://taobao.com
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34.8 characters as the textual context in the CapOn-
Image2M dataset. Therefore, it can also support the
fashion captioning research as the FACAD(Yang
et al., 2020) dataset does.

4 Model

In this section, we introduce our CapOnImage
method based on the pre-training and fine-tuning
framework as illustrated in Figure 2. First, we in-
troduce the multi-modal representation of visual,
location coordinates, and product information of
the given input images. Then, a progressive train-
ing strategy with multi-level pre-training tasks is
proposed to enhance the correspondence learning
between textbox locations and captions for caption
generation with a multi-layer transformer.

4.1 Input Representation

The inputs of our model include three parts from
different modalities: the visual image, the textbox
location coordinate and the textual product informa-
tion. We independently encode each modality input
as a sequence of d-dimensional feature vectors as
follows.
Image representation. Given the image, we ex-
tract the grid features with standard ResNet-50 (He
et al., 2016) backbone, which is further end-to-end
fine-tuned with our model. We flatten the k×k fea-
ture map into a sequence and add spatial position
embedding similarly as DETR (Carion et al., 2020).
Specifically, for the i-th grid whose horizontal and
vertical indexes are xi and yi, we add learnable
spatial embedding and segment embedding which
indicates the image modality to the appearance fea-
ture vi as follows:

v̂i = vi + [Embh(xi);Embv(yi)] + SEv, (1)

where Embh(·) and Embv(·) are horizontal and
vertical embedding layers with the output dimen-
sion of d

2 , [; ] denotes concatenation and SE de-
notes segment embedding. Finally, we represent
the image with a sequence of patch features V̂ =
{v̂1, · · · , v̂k×k}.
Neighbor-enhanced location representation. We
represent a text box location with 2D co-
ordinates {(xmin, ymin), (xmax, ymax)}, where
(xmin, ymin) is the top left corner coordinate and
(xmax, ymax) is the bottom right corner coordinate.
We map the real value coordinates into the k × k
grid and represent them with the same spatial posi-

tion embeddings as image:

ecur = [Embh(xi);Embv(yi);Embh(xj);Embv(yj)],
(2)

where {(xi, yi), (xj , yj)} is the corresponding grid
index.

Furthermore, to avoid the problem of caption
redundancy for adjacent locations, we enhance the
location representation with neighbor locations as
context. We define the distance of two text boxes
as the distance of their centers, the text boxes
whose upper left corner are with smaller value of
x-coordinate plus y-coordinate than the current one
as the previous text boxes, and those larger than
the current one as the next text boxes. Then, we
employ the nearest previous textbox location and
the nearest next textbox location as the neighbor
context, and encode them similarly as ecur. After
encoding, we concatenate them with the current
location embedding and add a segment embedding
indicating the location modality as follows:

l = [WT
1 · [eprev; enext];W

T
2 · ecur] + SEl, (3)

where W1 ∈ R4d× d
2 and W2 ∈ R2d× d

2 are learned
matrices, eprev and enext are the neighbor location
embeddings, SE is the segment embedding.
Product information representation. To generate
informative product descriptions, we also exploit
product information as the textual context, which
is the product title and attribute in this work. We
concatenate them with a special < SEP > token.
Given the product information X = {x1, · · · , xK}
with K words, we embed these words via the same
word embedding matrix as the target caption words,
and add positional and segment embeddings as
follows:

winfo
i = We · xi + PEi + SEx, (4)

where We is the word embedding matrix, PE de-
notes sequence positional embedding as in BERT
(Devlin et al., 2019) and SE denotes segment em-
bedding. Finally, we represent the product title
with a sequence of d-dimensional feature vectors
as W info = {winfo

k }Kk=1.

4.2 Pre-training Tasks and Strategy

After encoding each input modality into the com-
mon embedding space, we employ transformer
layers on the multi-modal input to fuse the multi-
modal information. To generate appropriate and
diverse descriptions at different textbox locations,
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功效:卷翘纤长;
(Effect: Slender; Curl;)
分类:睫毛底膏;
(Classification: mascara)

Progressive training strategy

Figure 2: Illustration of our model with four input modalities: image patches, location coordinates, product
information, and the predicted text tokens. Two pre-training tasks are employed to optimize the model with a
progressive learning strategy from easy to difficult.“=” denotes parameter sharing and “+” denotes addition. We add
English translation for product information for better understanding.

we pre-train the model with two pre-training tasks,
including Caption Generation (CG) and Caption
Matching (CM). We first pre-train the model with
both CG and CM tasks, and then fine-tune it only
with the CG task for the final caption generation.
Task #1: Caption Generation (CG). We generate
captions using the same multi-modal transformer
layers as decoder following the prefix LM (Raffel
et al., 2020; Dong et al., 2019). Each word predic-
tion can attend to all the image features, neighbor-
enhanced location and product information embed-
dings, as well as previous generated words. We
adopt the auto-regressive training objective for the
CG task, which can be expressed as follows:

LCG = − 1

T

T∑

t=1

log p(y∗t |y∗<t, V̂ , l,W info; Θ),

(5)
where y∗t denotes the t-th word of ground-truth cap-
tion for the current textbox location, and Θ denotes
all learnable parameters of the pre-training model.
During the inference phase, we first encode the im-
age, location and product information embeddings,
and then feed a special start token [SOS] to predict
the caption word by word.
Task #2: Caption Matching (CM). To help the
model learn which captions are appropriate for
the current image and location while which are
not, we further introduce another pre-training task
called Caption Matching. It is similar to the ITM
task commonly used in vision-and-language pre-
training models (Chen et al., 2020; Li et al., 2020;
Lu et al., 2019; Zhuge et al., 2021), which requires
the model to predict if the image and caption are

semantically aligned. A score s between 0 and
1 is predicted by the hidden output of the [SOS]
token. The positive examples of this task are cor-
responding pairs in the dataset, while the negative
examples can be diverse. In this work, we design
three levels of negative example construction and
progressively learn the task from easy to difficult.
Level-I: Image caption matching. The first nega-
tive level is to randomly replace the correct caption
with descriptions of other images. Therefore, it is
not consistent with the current image content. We
expect the model can recognize such negative ex-
amples according to the visual image and product
information, which are the easiest negative cases.
Level-II: Location caption matching. The second
negative level is to replace the caption with those
in other locations of the same image. It is more
difficult than the Level-I because the negative cap-
tion exactly describes the current image but is not
suitable for the current location. For example, the
product efficacy descriptions may be inappropriate
to appear on the left corner of the product image,
while the product brand is more suitable. We ex-
pect the model can learn the relationship of texts
and textbox locations according to the surrounding
visual context.
Level-III: Neighbor-location caption matching.
Since the captions in neighbor locations are the
most confusing samples, we further introduce the
third negative level, where we randomly replace the
caption with those in neighbor locations, including
the nearest previous location and the nearest next
location defined in Section 4.1. It can be seen as a
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Table 2: We report BLEU (B), METEOR (M), CIDEr and Diversity (D) scores for the captioning on image task
on the CapOnImage2M dataset. Since the CapOnImage task is a newly proposed task in this work, we adapt
conventional state-of-the-art image captioning models to this task by introducing text location and textual knowledge
for comparison. We run our experiments 5 times under different random seed and report the average value.

Validation Test

Methods B@1 B@4 M CIDEr D@1 D@2 B@1 B@4 M CIDEr D@1 D@2

Up-down w/o TAtt 15.51 9.79 7.93 108.11 48.73 41.22 13.48 8.71 7.89 99.52 46.53 39.51
M2 w/o TAtt 24.32 20.96 14.58 200.32 54.83 49.29 23.19 18.74 12.16 184.34 54.11 47.23
RSTNet w/o TAtt 25.18 20.46 14.73 196.91 56.17 50.85 22.87 19.35 11.81 180.50 55.36 46.86
Up-down w/ TAtt 20.49 13.54 11.52 181.04 65.24 56.27 18.94 12.30 10.81 166.26 65.72 56.48
M2 w/ TAtt 34.18 24.31 18.14 273.35 63.29 53.43 31.63 22.11 17.71 265.22 62.81 54.19
RSTNet w/ TAtt 33.42 23.91 17.28 267.60 64.12 54.53 30.54 20.94 17.20 259.29 63.10 53.84
M4C w/o copying 36.46 27.08 20.19 296.73 65.69 55.69 35.73 26.24 19.8 287.61 64.31 55.01
M4C w/ copying 35.98 28.35 20.58 299.31 65.98 55.03 36.23 27.15 20.01 288.35 64.03 55.23

baseline 36.46 27.08 20.19 296.73 65.69 55.69 35.73 26.24 19.78 287.61 64.31 55.01
w/o locations 17.78 9.36 10.03 99.08 22.94 17.24 17.29 11.04 9.73 95.52 23.05 17.28
no-info (w/o info) 20.81 13.88 11.53 133.26 55.87 47.32 19.94 13.19 10.10 125.51 53.84 46.31
no-image 22.25 16.32 13.51 155.59 58.71 49.85 21.83 15.33 11.82 147.32 58.42 48.61
context 37.69 27.98 21.91 313.64 70.25 60.54 37.02 27.23 21.14 305.50 70.98 60.90
full 41.77 32.20 24.52 357.03 74.05 63.20 40.95 31.45 23.49 345.41 74.87 63.70

human - - - - 90.13 75.53 - - - - 89.91 74.18

special case of Level-II, which limits the negative
location to the neighboring locations and makes it
more difficult to distinguish.
Progressive training strategy. Since the three lev-
els of CM task are from easy to difficult, inspired
by the human learning procedure, we propose a
progressive training strategy to dynamically adjust
the proportion of each level. Specifically, we ran-
domly replace captions with 60% probability to
form negative samples and leave 40% unchanged
as positive ones. The negative captions come from
the three levels with p1, p2 and p3 probabilities re-
spectively, where p1 + p2 + p3 = 1. We vary the
probabilities over the course of training, according
to the following formula:

p1 = min(1, 2 · step_num−0.2), (6)

p3 = min(1, step_num · 5000−1.5), (7)

p2 = max(0, 1− p1 − p3). (8)

It corresponds to rapidly decreasing the probability
of Level-I from 1 at the beginning and then slowly
decreasing to 0, while linearly increasing the proba-
bility of Level-III from a very small value to 1. As a
result, the probability of Level-II will increase first,
and then decrease. Overall, the training objective
of the CM task can be expressed as follows:

LCM = −E(V̂ ,l,W info,Y )∼D[r log s+(1−r) log(1−s)],
(9)

where s refers to the predicted matching score of a
training sample and r ∈ [0, 1] is the ground-truth

label indicating whether it is a negative or positive
sample.

5 Experiments

We carry out experiments to evaluate the ability of
models for captioning on image given a provided
text layout on the CapOnImage2M dataset. We
evaluate the caption generation qualities from mul-
tiple aspects, including the accuracy measurement
against the references, and the diversity measure-
ment within an image. Since the correct caption
for each textbox location is not unique, we further
evaluate the fitness of generated captions to the cor-
responding textbox locations with respect to the
caption length and type. Besides, we also conduct
human evaluations. More results can be found in
supplementary materials.

5.1 Experimental Setup

Evaluation metrics. For the accuracy measure-
ment, we evaluate the generated captions against
the ground-truth with standard metrics used in the
image captioning task, including BLEU (Papineni
et al., 2002), METEOR (Denkowski and Lavie,
2014) and CIDEr (Vedantam et al., 2015). For
the diversity measurement, we concatenate the
dense captions within an image as a paragraph
and compute the ratio of unique n-grams, called
Div@n (Shetty et al., 2017). For the fitness mea-
surement, we show the relationship of generated
caption length to the aspect ratio of text box, and
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Table 3: Captioning results with different pre-training tasks and strategies. fixed denotes training the multi-level CM
task with a fixed proportion, while progressive denotes varying the proportion according to the degree of difficulty
and training steps.

Row
Pretrain tasks Pretrain strategy Validation Test

Level-I Level-II Level-III fixed progressive B@1 B@4 M CIDEr B@1 B@4 M CIDEr

1 - - - - - 37.69 27.98 21.91 313.64 37.02 27.23 21.14 305.50

2 ✓ - - ✓ - 38.87 29.23 22.32 325.74 38.19 28.48 21.69 316.46
3 ✓ ✓ - ✓ - 40.22 30.36 22.88 339.72 39.36 29.54 22.03 329.77
4 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ - 40.55 30.71 23.34 347.30 39.40 29.57 22.51 335.49

5 ✓ ✓ ✓ - ✓ 41.77 32.20 24.52 357.03 40.95 31.45 23.49 345.41

the type distribution of generated captions.
Implementation details. We initialize the ResNet-
50 backbone pre-trained on ImageNet, and fine-
tune it with our model in an end-to-end manner.
Our model has L = 6 transformer layers with the
hidden dimension of d = 1024 and attention head
A = 8. In the pre-training stage, we sample the
batch of CG and CM tasks with a proportion of 3:1
for 200K steps. We adopt a warming-up strategy
for the first 4K steps. For text processing, we tok-
enize Chinese captions into characters and build a
vocabulary with 6263 tokens. We implement our
method using pytorch (Paszke et al., 2019). We
manually search hyper-parameter.

5.2 Comparison with Baseline Models

Since the CapOnImage task is a newly proposed
task in this work, we adapt conventional state-of-
the-art image captioning models (Up-down (An-
derson et al., 2018), RSTNet (Zhang et al., 2021),
M2 (Cornia et al., 2020), M4C-Captioner (Sidorov
et al., 2020)) to this task as the baselines for com-
parison. The details of compared baseline methods
are expanded on the supplementary materials.
Variants of our model. We also compare with
different variants of our model. Since all the words
to be generated are already in the vocabulary, the
copy mechanism bring no significant improvement
(Table 2), so we remove it and use M4C-Captioner
w/o copying as our baseline model. The no-info
model adopts the same architecture as the baseline
model except that the product information input
is removed. Similarly, the no-image and the no-
locations model share the same baseline model
architecture but with the image and locations input
removed respectively. Our context model is the
baseline model enhanced with neighbor location
contexts, which is still trained only with the CG
task. The full model is our complete model with

progressive pre-training by both CG and CM tasks
on the same dataset.

Table 2 reports the captioning on image results
of different models on the CapOnImage2M valida-
tion and test sets. It is shown that the conventional
image captioning model without any adaptation
perform poorly on the CapOnImage task. This is
because these models lack the textual context that
can provide rich information for caption genera-
tion. Enhancing the Up-down, M2, and RSTNet
with textual attentions on the additional product
information, the captioning results are significantly
improved. However, they are still inferior to the
adapted text-aware image captioning model, which
has a good ability of multi-modal fusion with the
cross transformer encoder. Therefore, it stands for
a strong baseline for our model. Compared with
the baseline model, our context model enhances
the text location embedding with neighbor location
contexts, which brings significant improvements
on both accuracy and diversity metrics. It demon-
strates the importance of location relationship mod-
eling especially for reducing caption redundancy.
Although good results have been achieved, the
model is only trained with caption generation objec-
tive against the ground-truth, which is not sufficient
to help the model learn complex correspondence be-
tween texts and image locations. Therefore, when
pre-training the context model with both CG and
CM tasks in a progressive manner, our full model
achieves the state-of-the-art results. Nevertheless,
there is still a gap with the human annotations on
the captioning diversity metrics.

To further explore the contribution of each input
modalities, we also report the captioning results
with some input removed(no-locations, no-info,
and no-image). It shows that the location infor-
mation is more important than the visual image
and the textual information for the CapOnImage
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task. However, these three models are severely infe-
rior to the baseline model with multi-modal input,
which shows the necessity of multi-modal fusion
for this new task.

5.3 Ablative Analysis

Parameters determination.
In Figure 4, we conduct ablation studies to in-

vestigate the suitable parameters for our model.
We use our context model and operate our exper-
iment on test set. The parameter that need to be
determined are number of layers of transformer,
hidden dimension of transformer and grid feature
size of resnet backbone. In Figure 4(a), we study
the impact of these three parameters for caption
performance(BLEU@4 and CIDEr). We choose 6
layer transformer with hidden dimension 1024 and
8×8 grid size resnet for the intuition of Accuracy-
Efficiency Trade-Offs.
Pre-training tasks and strategy. In Table 3, we
ablate the proposed multi-level pre-training tasks
and progressive training strategy. It shows that pre-
training with only Level-I of the CM task (row 2)
can significantly improve the non-pretrained model
with only CG objective (row 1). It demonstrates
the importance of multi-modal alignment to the
CapOnImage task. Upgrading the CM task with
more difficult negatives in Level-II helps the model
better learn the relationship of captions and text
locations and thus yields better results (row 3). Fur-
ther incorporating negatives in Level-III bring addi-
tional gains (row4), which confirms the importance
of context information in CapOnImage task. How-
ever, since three levels of negative samples are built
from easy to difficult, we seek to boost the learn-
ing process of CM task in an adaptive fashion: the
ratio of pre-training tasks need to be adapted to the
training status and vary in a progressive manner(as
opposed to a fixed proportion of 30%:40%:30%).
Therefore, we propose a progressive training strat-
egy with the proportion of easy task decreased and
hard task increased in the training process. It boosts
the results stably (row 5).

5.4 Caption length to textbox aspect ratio.

Given a textbox location, the generated caption
should exactly fit in with it for visual aesthetic. The
text length and font size are the influencing factors.
Since the short side of the textbox determines the
font size, the aspect ratio (long side length / short
side length) can reflect the most suitable text length.

Table 4: Human evaluation of our full model vs. base-
line model on the test set w.r.t. relevance, diversity and
informativeness.

Base wins (%) Full wins (%) Delta

relevance 31.2 68.8 +37.6
diversity 34.5 65.5 + 31.0
informativeness 32.8 67.2 +34.4

Therefore, we show the relationship of our gener-
ated caption length with aspect ratio of the corre-
sponding textbox in the Figure 4(b). It shows that
with the textbox aspect ratio increased, our model
generates longer captions almost linearly, which
demonstrates the controllability of the text box size
to the length of the caption generated by our model.

5.5 Caption type to textbox location.

Besides the caption length, the types of captions
in CapOnImage2M dataset are diverse at different
image locations. To explore whether the type of
our generated captions is suitable to the given loca-
tions, we visualize the caption type distribution on
the image. Since the caption type annotations are
not available, we automatically group the ground-
truth captions into 4 categories by k-means based
on their sentence-level BERT (Devlin et al., 2019)
embeddings. We then display the same type of cap-
tions using the same color on an image. As shown
in Figure 3(a), the captions with the same type are
located together, which shows that the caption type
is very related to its location. We assign our gener-
ated captions to the 4 clusters and visualize them in
the same way in Figure 3(b). It looks very similar
to the ground-truth type distribution map, which
shows that our model effectively learns the relation-
ship of text location and text type. The meaning of
each color are illustrated in Figure 3(c).

5.6 Human Evaluation

In addition to the objective evaluation, we also con-
duct human evaluation on 400 randomly sampled
images from the test set. We render the generated
dense captions from baseline model and our full
model on the image via opencv. We instruct 5
workers to choose which one is better or they are
not distinguishable based on relevance, diversity
and informativeness respectively and do the major-
ity voting. To avoid the prior bias, we anonymize
the model names and shuffle the predictions ran-
domly. Table 4 shows the human evaluation re-
sults. Our full model significantly outperforms
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Color Illustration Examples(EN) Examples(CN)

product brand
Valida,Shiseido, Avene, 

Clinique, ...

万利达，资⽣堂，

雅漾，倩碧, ......

product name
Anti-robbery sawtooth, 

milk facial cleanser, ...
防抢夺锯⻮，⽜奶洁⾯乳, ......

short description of 

product features

Baby grade PP

material, Strong load-bearing

without dropping,...

婴⼉级PP材质，强承重不掉落

, ...... 

long description of 

product features

Long-lasting and waterproof

design,compact and soft fiber

bristle, ...

持久续航防⽔设计,紧凑柔软纤

维刷⼦, ......

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 3: (a):Distribution of the GT caption types. (b): Distribution of generated caption types. (c): Illustration of
the four caption types in CapOnImage2M dataset via automatic clustering.
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Figure 4: (a1): Ablation of number of transformer layer.
(a2): Ablation of the hidden dimension of transformer
model. (a3): Ablation of grid size of resnet backbone.
(b): The average captioning length of our model for the
text box with different aspect ratios.

the baseline model especially on all three aspects,
which demonstrates the effectiveness of the pro-
posed neighbor-enhanced location embedding and
multi-level progressive pre-training.

5.7 Qualitative Results

Figure 5 visualizes some results of our full model
and baseline model. The baseline model is shown
to generate repetitive captions due to the lack of
global layout awareness. For example, for adjacent
locations, the baseline model repeats the concept of
“mild”, while our model generates more informative
caption of “sensitive skin friendly”. Furthermore,
our model is also shown to better exploit the vi-
sual context to generate more suitable captions. In
the second example, our model generates the text
“suitable for large area makeup” for the down-right
region where a hand appears, while the baseline
model fails to distinguish it with the up-right re-
gion and generates similar descriptions about the
“oblique slop brush”. More visualization results can

温和洁面
温和清洁不紧绷

买就送起泡网

牛奶洗面奶

牛奶洗面奶

下单即送好礼

(mildly cleaning)

(wash out the tender and
smooth milky skin)

(available upon purchase)

(mildly cleaning and not tight)

(buy one and get foaming net free)

(milk facial cleanser)

(milk facial cleanser)

(buy one and get a free gift)

Baseline model Ours Ground-Truth

(mildly removing makeup)(mildly removing makeup)

(mild without stimulation) (sensitive skin friendly)

(plant cleansing oil) (plant essence cleansing oil)

(removing makeup, cleaning skin)

(wash out baby skin)

(plant cleansing oil)

(oily but not greasy,
fresh and cool)

(officially licensed, quality
product guarantee)

(Tmall Global, quality
product guarantee)

斜角刷头

适合大面积上妆

斜角坡形刷

斜角坡形刷头

(oblique 
brush head)

(suitable for large 
area makeup)

(oblique slop 
brush head)

(oblique
slop brush)

(pliable and 
tough)

(soft and skin
friendly)

(oblique 
brush head)

(suitable for large 
area makeup)

(oblique
slop brush)

(oblique slop 
brush head)

Figure 5: Qualitative dense-captioning on image re-
sults of our full model and baseline model. We add the
English translation for each Chinese caption for better
comprehension.

be found in the supplementary material.

6 Conclusion

In this work, we propose a new vision-and-
language task called CapOnImage, which aims to
generate dense captions at different locations on an
image with visual and textual context. We propose
a multi-modal pre-training and fine-tuning model
with multi-level pre-training tasks from easy to
difficult for the correspondence learning between
image location and text, and enhance the current
location embedding with neighboring locations to
reduce captioning redundancy. Experimental re-
sults shown that our model can generate control-
lable length and type of captions at different image
locations. In the future work, we will explore to
generate dense captions with self-predicted text lay-
out and combine the layout generation with caption
generation in one joint framework to benefit from
each other.
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Limitations

The definition of our proposed task, i.e., generating
text on image locations based on visual and textual
context, can be found in many scenarios, such as
billboard photos, posters, social platform images,
etc. In this paper, we only report performance on
our collected e-commercial dataset for the conve-
nience of validating our key idea and our proposed
task does not rely on any priors of specific inputs,
so it can be expanded to a wide range of scenar-
ios. In the future, we plan to collect more types of
datasets, which can help us to apply our approach
to more scenarios. Also, our dataset only contains
caption annotations in Chinese.
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A Appendix

In the appendix, we first conduct further analysis
of the choices of contextual locations and the di-
versity of our generated captions. Then claim the
motivation and the challenge for the novel CapOn-
Image task. At last, we take hierarchical presen-
tation of the CaptionOnImage2M from different
perspectives.

A.1 Choice of contextual locations.

Table A5: Captioning results on the test set with dif-
ferent contextual locations. The number in () means
how many locations used as the context to enhance the
current location embedding.

Methods B@1 B@4 CIDEr D@1 D@2

w/o context (0) 35.73 26.24 287.61 69.31 59.01
w/ two random (2) 33.98 24.79 283.73 67.43 57.82
w/ top-1 nearest (2) 37.02 27.23 305.50 70.98 60.90
w/ top-2 nearest (4) 37.88 27.10 307.61 70.12 60.34

In Table A5, we take a further study on the
neighbor-enhanced location embedding module
with different contextual locations. With the near-
est neighbor (previous and next) locations used as
the context as described in Section 4.1, our model
significantly improves the accuracy and diversity
metrics. To figure out where the benefit comes
from, we compare with the model using the same
amount of randomly selected locations as context.
Experimental results show that the randomly se-
lected locations cannot improve the results and
may even bring noise, which demonstrates the ef-
fectiveness of our model in encoding neighboring
layout information to generate more appropriate
and diverse captions. When further expanding the
contextual range from the top-1 nearest to the top-2
nearest (top-2 previous and top-2 next), the model
achieves slightly better result on the accuracy met-
ric. To balance the efficiency and quality, we finally

use the top-1 nearest locations as the context in our
model.

A.2 Diversity from the textual input.

In Table A6, we calculate the Bleu score between
the input product information and our generated
captions. Results show that there is only a small
percentage of copy text in our generated captions,
demonstrating that our model is not just simply
“copying text from the input product information”,
but generating diverse captions conditioned on the
multi-modality input.

Table A6: Bleu score between the input product infor-
mation and our generated captions.

# Bleu1 Bleu2 Bleu3 Bleu4
Test 0.032 0.021 0.013 0.007

A.3 Motivation

For what purpose was the dataset created? The
dataset was created to support the research on the
captioning on image (CapOnImage) task, which
aims to generate informative captions at different
appropriate locations in the given image. CapOnIm-
age is a valuable task for both vision-and-language
research and industrial applications. We show the
pipeline of our task on Figure A6.

A.4 Composition

What do the instances that comprise the dataset
represent? Each instance in the CapOnImage2M
dataset contains 50 categories product image, a sen-
tence of product title, several product attributes,
and multiple spatially localized captions with
bounding box coordinates, describing the product
from multiple aspects. We show the word cloud of
product categories on Figure A7. Figure A8 shows
some examples of the CapOnImage2M dataset.
How many instances are there in total? The
dataset consists of 2.1M images and 10.07M texts
in total. Each image contains an average of 4.8
spatially localized captions.
Does the dataset contain all possible instances
or is it a sample (not necessarily random) of
instances from a larger set? CapOnImage2M
is a new independent dataset. The instances in
CapOnImage2M dataset are crawled from an e-
commercial website. New product images with
texts will continue to emerge. Therefore, the cur-
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Layout
Prediction

Caption
Generation

Figure A6: Pipeline of our CapOnImage task. We focus on generating captions for a provided list of text box
locations in this work.

Figure A7: Word Cloud of 50 product categories. We
show the Word Cloud according to the instances number
of each category.

rent version of the dataset does not contain all pos-
sible instances.

What data does each instance consist of? Raw
data (e.g., unprocessed text or images) or fea-
tures? Each instance contains a product image
with short side as 256 pixel in PNG format, the
processed product title and captions. The original
image with high resolution can be downloaded by
the provided image URL.

Is any information missing from individual in-
stances? No. Everything is included in the dataset.

Are there recommended data splits (e.g., train-
ing, development/validation, testing)? Yes. The
dataset is split into 2.06M images for training, 20K
for validation, and 20K for testing.

Are there any errors, sources of noise, or redun-
dancies in the dataset? We have removed redun-
dant or similar images whose captions are over-
lapped over a threshold. Therefore, the instance
redundancy in the dataset is low. The captions are
automatically recognized by an OCR model, there-
fore, there are noise in the captions of training set.
To ensure the evaluation accuracy, we further man-

ually clean the OCR errors for the validation and
testing sets.
Is the dataset self-contained, or does it link to or
otherwise rely on external resources (e.g., web-
sites, tweets, other datasets)? The dataset is self-
contained, except that the original high resolution
images are linked to a public website. Nevertheless,
the self-contained images are enough to reproduce
the results, and the high resolution images are used
for better visualization.
Does the dataset contain data that might be
considered confidential (e.g., data that is pro-
tected by legal privilege or by doctorpatient con-
fidentiality, data that includes the content of
individuals non-public communications)? No.
All data was collected from a publicly available
e-commercial website.
Does the dataset contain data that, if viewed
directly, might be offensive, insulting, threaten-
ing, or might otherwise cause anxiety? No. The
dataset only consists of product images.
Does the dataset relate to people? Most of the
images only contain products, and only a few im-
ages contain public product spokesmen.
Does the dataset contain data that might be
considered sensitive in any way (e.g., data that
reveals racial or ethnic origins, sexual orien-
tations, religious beliefs, political opinions or
union memberships, or locations; financial or
health data; biometric or genetic data; forms
of government identification, such as social se-
curity numbers; criminal history)? No. The
dataset does not contain confidential information
since all information was crawled from a public
e-commercial website.
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Product Title:
万利达烧水壶大容量快烧壶煲水宿舍学生小型防烫
不锈钢家用煮水壶(Valida Boiling Water Large Capacity
Quick Boiling Students Anti-Scalding Stainless Steel Kettle)

Product Attributes: 
品牌:万利达(Brand: Valida);材质:不锈钢
(material: stainless steel);锅盖类型:不锈钢盖
(Lid Type: stainless steel lid);
Dense Spatially Localized Captions:
万利达(Valida) (15,  16,  161, 61)
真大容量(large capacity)                           (0, 152, 268, 218)
自动恒温 (5, 225, 267, 292)
(automatic constant temperature)
品牌保障(brand guarantee)                   (58, 323, 213, 362)
新升级加厚 (47, 390, 199, 422)
(upgrade thickening)
官方正品(official product)                       (51, 436, 168, 467)

Product Title: 创意女孩礼品智力手绘板多功能美术
绘画板素描便携式画板儿童(Creativity Girls Gifts
Children's Drawing Creative Card Stickers Portable)
Product Attributes: 
适用性别:中性(Gender:Neutral);
材质:合金(Material: Alloy)
Dense Spatially Localized Captions:
双面 (617, 129, 696, 165)

(double side)
翻转 (618, 189, 696, 227)

(rotate)
折叠 (618, 252, 697, 291)

(fold)
升降 (618, 318, 695, 356)

(lift)
耐脏 (617, 379, 696, 416)

(dirt resistant)

Product Title:
家用塑料水勺加深长柄水瓢可挂透明塑料水勺浴室宝宝沐
浴洗头水舀(Plastic Water Scoop, Plastic Water Ladle Bath 
Ladle Dipper Shampoo Ladle Cup Household Accessories for 
Kitchen Bathroom)

Dense Spatially Localized Captions:
大容量 (46,  71,  248, 119)

(large Capacity)
实用型水勺 (45, 138, 323, 184)

(Practical Water Scoop)
健康生活从清洁开始 (60,  226, 299, 254)

(Healthy live starts with cleanliness)
用途广泛 (275, 71,  494, 118)

(Widely Usage)

Product Title:
森森迷你磁力刷水族双面清洁刷除苔玻璃悬浮刮刀蓝色小
巧磁力刷(SENSEN Magnetic Aquarium Fish Tank Brushes 
Floating Clean Glass Window Algae Scraper Cleaner Brush 
Easy To Use Fish Tank Clean Tools)
Product Attributes:
品牌:森森 (Brand: SENSEN)

Dense Spatially Localized Captions:
上浮设计 (356,  31,  760, 131)
(float design)
小巧方便 (350, 145, 761, 247)
(tiny and easy to use) 
迷你磁力刷 (552, 274, 718, 306)
(mini magnetic brush)
清洁去藻好帮手 (45,   746, 277, 779)
(algae clean tools)

Product Title:
洗衣刷软毛家用刷子洗衣服的鞋子洗鞋
专用硬毛清洁多功能板刷鞋刷(Multi-function Silicone 
Laundry Brush Soft Hair Cleaning Shoes Brush Underwear 
Brushes Cleaning Laundry Underwear Brushes)

Dense Spatially Localized Captions:
得心应手(handy)                                          (38, 70, 386, 96)
刷衣更省力(easy to brush clothes)            (5, 168, 434, 185)
优质刷毛(high quality brush hair)           (19, 726, 233, 778)
不伤衣物(no harm for clothes)              (276_723_513_780)
刷毛紧密(dense brush hair)                   (557, 725, 784, 779)

Product Title:
实木格栅板实木格栅电视背景墙板网格栅实木格栅板
护墙板(TV Background Wall Border Decorative Strips
Stickers Skirting Waist Line Self-adhesive Skirting Wall
Stickers Soft Lines)

Dense Spatially Localized Captions:
多种颜色可选 (11, 638, 248, 673)
(multiple colors to choose)
实木 (57, 698, 246, 780)
(wood)
免漆 (7, 706, 38, 780)
(paint free)
新西兰松实木即装即住 (320, 655, 736, 692)
(Newzealand pine solid wood anytime ready to live)
源头厂家可定制(customizable)          (327, 717, 747, 767)

Product Title:
营养土通用型100斤花土大包50斤园土100斤阳台种菜
多肉用种植土(50kg Nutrient Soil Rich Fertilizer NPK For Plant
Flower Succulent Garden Bonsai)

Product Attributes:
植物营养类型(type): 营养土(Nutrient Soil)

Dense Spatially Localized Captions:
腐殖营养土 (327, 165, 795, 252)
(humic nutrient soil)
植物通用型 (412, 317, 788, 368)

(plant universal)
养分持续 (546, 466, 757, 517)

(nutrients last)
保肥持水 (535, 605, 764, 654)

(keep fertilizer and water)

Product Title:
红木鸡翅木高档礼品家用筷子套装防霉防滑可刻字中国风
(Red Wood High-quality Household Alloy Chopstick Home
Non-slip Tableware Reusable Food Sticks Traditional Chinese Style)
Product Attributes:
品牌:本纳(Brand: BENNA)
材质: 合金(material: alloy)
Dense Spatially Localized Captions:
六福 (566, 18, 728, 95)
临门 (570, 101, 728, 181)

(about to come)
六对福筷寓意 (621, 178, 656, 416)

(the meaning of this stick)
上再加一福(plus additional luck)            (656, 197, 688, 426)
六福为五福的基础 (689, 183, 723, 506)
六六大顺(good luck) (570, 189, 619, 420)

Product Attributes: 
尺寸(size): 60*60*75mm
颜色(color): 绿(green), 红(red), 白(white)

Product Attributes: 
材质(material): XPe

Product Title:
居家现代约简实床1.8m木米双人床白橡木黑白色床卧
室家家用(Solid wood bed double bed large bed solid 
wood master bedroom 1.8 m wedding bed)

Dense Spatially Localized Captions:
箱框结构 (36, 654, 229, 702)
(box frame structure)
双抽屉储物 (37, 733, 256, 772)
(double drawer storage)
超大内容量 (264, 733, 498, 772)
(extra large amount of content)
方便(convience)                                  (523, 733, 624, 773)
实用(practical)                                    (630, 733, 727, 771)

Product Attributes:
风格: 欧式(Style: European)
材质:橡胶木(Material: Wood)

Product Title:
高款床头柜置物架简约现代北欧风卧室收纳小型床边储物小柜
(Bedside Cabinet Modern Minimalist Small Storage Cabinet Bedside 
Cabinet Storage European Style Cabinet Bedroom)

Dense Spatially Localized Captions:
利用窄空间 (63, 414, 254, 449)
(take advantage of narrow spaces)
平方变立方(square to cube)                                 (64, 474, 253, 509)
放置零乱物(place messy)                                     (64, 534, 255, 569)
生活更方便(convience life)                                  (64, 594, 255, 630)
30厘米深度设计 (659, 200, 707, 491)
(30cm depth design)
宽敞台面容纳更多 (711, 162, 769, 541)
(width surface to accommodate more)

Product Attributes:
深度(depth): 30cm

Figure A8: Examples of the CapOnImage2M dataset. We add the English translation for better understanding.
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Ours Ground-Truth

(fire free for reboil) (energy saving for reboil)

(steam and cook) (steam and cook)(fast energy saving) (fire free energy saving)(no bottom sticking) (two layers insulation)

Ours Ground-Truth

(cold resistance and thick)

(thicken to keep warm)

(so thick)

(double warm)

(sheepskin inner) (sheepskin to keep warm)

(chamomile orange soan)

(gentle repairing) (mild cleaning) (mild and soothing) (moisturizing and repairing)

(chamomile orange soan)
(thin)

(high quality fishing clothes) (high quality fishing clothes)

(anti-sunlight) (anti-mosquito)(breathable) (anti-sunlight) (anti-mosquito)(breathable)

(click for more detail) (know about more)

(cooler)

(RELLET official authorized store)

(whitening and
moisturizing)

(make skin moist and bright)

(whitening, moisturizing and lightening spots)

(hyaluronic acid, technology skin care)

(whitening and 
rejuvenating)

(permeating and more hydrating)

(hyaluronic acid x grape seed essence)

(whitening and making spots fade away, hydrating and moisturizing)

(SYRINX whitening cleansing and moisturizer lotion set)

(Flowers blooming, brighten your life)

(SYRINX special whitening gift box)

(transparent and bright)

(easy storage)

(multiple options) (multiple options)

(can be heated) (heat-resistant and explosion-proof) (heat-resistant and explosion-proof)
(one color per person, 

never take others by mistake)

(glass suit)

(drain plate design)

(formaldehyde free, fluorescence free)

(dress for kids, not afraid of kicking the quilt)

(formaldehyde free, fluorescence free)

(belly protection warm suit, not afraid of kicking the quilt)(original imported)

(seamless)

(belly protection)

(black paint) (matte black texture)

(fine copper body) (fine copper faucet)

(healthy water)(healthy water)

(thickened material explosion-proof and crack-proof) (corrosion-proof rust-proof leakage-proof)

Lazy Watering Artifact Lazy Watering Artifact

(electric spray bottle) (electric spray bottle)

(one key turn off) (one key watch on)

(durable battery life)

(efficient power booster)

(two modes) (two modes)

(water mist)

(upgrade capacity)

Figure A9: Qualitative results of our full model on the CapOnImage2M test set. We add the English translation for
better understanding.
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Figure A10: (a): Length distribution of caption. (b):
Distribution of captions per image.

A.5 Collection Process

What mechanisms or procedures were used to
collect the data? The raw images and product
title sentences in this dataset were automatically
crawled from Taobao website 3. The spatially lo-
calized captions are extracted from the image by
an OCR model, and further manually cleaned for
the validation and testing sets.

A.6 Preprocessing

Was any preprocessing/cleaning/labeling of the
data done? The following steps were taken to
process the data: (1) Crawling raw images and
product titles. We first crawl the raw product im-
ages and titles from the e-commercial website, and
then resize the images with short side as 256. (2)
Detecting texts on the image. For each image, we
employ an OCR toolkit to automatically detect the
texts on the image as well as their bounding box co-
ordinates. (3) Removing redundant instances. We
remove redundant instances whose images contain
similar captions that exceed the overlap threshold.
(4) Removing discount information. We remove
redundant instances that have high correlation with
discount information. (5) Cleaning instances. We
remove the texts longer than 10 or shorter than 2
characters, and remove the instances with only one
caption on the image. Then, we input the automat-
ically recognized captions into a pre-trained GPT
model, and remove the captions with high genera-
tion perplexities. (6) Manual labeling. We further
manually clean the captions with OCR errors in the
validation and testing sets for accurate evaluation.

3https://taobao.com

Is the software used to preprocess/clean/label
the instances available? Yes. All software used
to process the data is open source and has been
mentioned above.

A.7 Uses

Has the dataset been used for any tasks already?
No, the dataset is newly collected from scratch in
this work to support the proposed new task.

What (other) tasks could the dataset be used
for? The dataset was created to support the CapOn-
Image task. In addition, since each product image
is accompanied by a product title sentence, it can
be directly used for the Fashion Captioning (Yang
et al., 2020) task. It may support a wider range of
vision-and-language tasks as well.

A.8 Distribution

We show the distribution of caption length and
number of captions per image in Figure A10.

Will the dataset be distributed to third parties
outside of the entity (e.g., company, institution,
organization) on behalf of which the dataset was
created? Yes. The dataset will be released pub-
licly.

How will the dataset will be distributed (e.g.,
tarball on website, API, GitHub)? The dataset
can be downloaded from Google Drive and Baidu
Disk as a gzipped tar file.

When will the dataset be distributed? The
dataset will be released upon the publication of
this work.

Will the dataset be distributed under a copy-
right or other intellectual property (IP) license,
and/or under applicable terms of use (ToU)?
There will be no license. Users only need to fill in
an agreement form regarding the dataset not to be
used for commercial purposes and citation sugges-
tions etc.

Have any third parties imposed IP-based or
other restrictions on the data associated with
the instances? No. There are no fees or restric-
tions.

A.9 Maintenance

Will the dataset be updated (e.g., to correct label-
ing errors, add new instances, delete instances)?
Yes. The dataset will be updated for fair com-
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parison with future works if there is any kind of
changes.
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